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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to apply the notion of a multi‐ party

c6nversation from the fleld of conversation analysis(CAl to foreign language

activity(FLAp. The fleld of CA has recently focused on multi‐ party

conversations,especially those among 3 members.In daily life,we engage

in colllinunication,which is not only a dialogue between 2 participants but

also conversatiOns among more than 2 members.   In multi‐ party

conversations,a3‐ party conversation is the ibcus,because 3 is an indivisible

numbero Previous studies have suggested that a grOup of 3 participants has

a complex structure and activates the conversation.  FLA,which refers to

English lessons in elelllentary scho91s,was introduced in 201l to eleIIlentary

schools in 」apan.  The ailn of FLA is to form a foundation for pupils'

communication abilities(MEXT,2008),so that incorporating the notion of

multi‐ party conversation to FLA becomes fruitful.  This thesis is a

sociolinguistic study of multi‐ party conversation in FLA.

Chapter l describes the research background. To design a lesson for a

3‐party conversation,the ditransitive verb“ give"was selected as a teaching

material.The sentence of this verb transfers the direct ottect frOm the

SutteCt tO the indirect ottect。 “G市e"has a structure of“ NPl+V+NP2+

NP3." NPl refers to the giver,NP2 is the receiver,and NP3 is the gift

(Tomasel10, 2003). To utilize ``glve'' in multi‐ party conversations, an

illllperative sentence is adopted.  There are 2 merits to utilizing the

ilnperative sentence in FLA. First,it does not entail a subject;therefore,it

can reduce pupils'burden when they conllnunicate with each other. Second,
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although an imperative sentence does not entail a subject,there is a hidden

subject(i.e。 ,“you'')in the sentence.An imperative sentence can be used in a

conヤersation among 3 persons(ioe.,``me,"``you,"and“ to whOm"). Because

pupils adopted in 3 roles and the construction ofthe ditransitive verb entails

3 nouns,a double lneaning of trinomial relationships exists in this lesson.

To observe and analyze the non‐verbal behavior in multi‐party

conversations during FLA,the F‐ formation(Kendon,2010),the participation

framework(Goffman, 1981), and joint attention(Tomasel10, 2003)were

adopted.

Chapter 2 describes the lesson and unit plano A cOnversation of 4

attaCent pairs was designed for this lesson. To conduct this lessOn,a unit of

12 1essons was implemented. This lesson was conducted in Jyoto

Elementary School, in a classroom with 36 pupils. The TOSS teaching

method(ヽlukoyama 2003, 2007)was adopted to engage the pupils in the

lesson. ICT teaching devices such as a personal computer and a plasma

display panel were employed to for sentence practice.  TwO video cameras

and 2 voice recorders were used in the classrooIIl and attached tO the pupils'

clothes, respectively, to enable observation and analysis Of the pupils'

movements and utterances.  The group activity was designed to allow

pupils to walk freely in the classroom。

Chapter 3 describes the CA of the utterance of an individual. The

detailed CA of an individual showed that the pupils practiced trial and error

with their utterances in English during the group activity.This chapter

focuses on Sl,a lnale pupil. He was engaged in a conversation with S2 and

S3,who were female pupils.



As the group activity progressed,Sl lnodifled his utterances on his own.

First,Sl uttered,“Please give Bian Thirty‐ One Party。 '' “Bian"is the nallle

ofthe group lnember,and“ Thirty‐ (Эne Party"is a name ofan ice cream. Sl

then uttered,“ Please glve ice cream。 " As the activity progressed,Sl uttered,

``Please glve Maruchan chocolate." Maruchan is the name used to teach the

sentences to the pupils.  Sl modifled his utterance from overusing the

indirect ottect,miSSing the indirect ottect itSel■  Therefore,the process 6f

second‐ language acquirement was obseⅣ ed.

Chapter 4 describes the pupils'body movements during the group

activity of the 3,party conversation.  The pupils were conflrmed to

spontaneously forllll F‐ forIIlations during the activity. Even when pupils

disbanded the F‐ formation to engage in their activity individually, an

F‐formation was obseⅣed to have formed again.  An F‐ lbrmation also

renects the pupils' participation status.  Pupilsi body movements in an

F‐lbrmation were observed to be proportionate to their involvement in the

conversation.   Joint attention was conflrmed to contribute to the

synchronization of the pupils' body movements.  One concern was the

possibility that when pupils walked around freely during the group activity,

they lnight lnove around on their own regardless of the activity,resulting in

a failed activity. However,CA revealed that the pupils'attitude to lead the

activity was successful.
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Introduction

The fleld of conversation analysis(CAl has recently focused on

五ulti‐ party conversations, especially conversations among three persons.

Bono(2013)claims that to direct new fleld of communication,we need to

focus not only on dyadic dialogues but also on conversations among more

than 2 participants. In daily life,we do not linlit our conlinunication in

dialogue between two persons,but are also open to lnulti‐ party interactions

(Bono,Sumi,2013). Traditionally,CA has focused On dialogue,which ca■

be considered a basic type of human conversation. A wider perspective of

communication is currently necessaryo We can eaSily imagine that a

conversation among three personO would have a more complex structure

than that between two. Den(2013)states that three‐ party conversations

dramatically increase diverseness compared to a conversation between two

participants.

Foreign language activity(FLAI was intrOduced in 201l as a new fleld

in elementary schools in Jdpan. FLA refers to lessons in a foreign language,

usually English.FLA lessons are held for fltth and s破 th graders for one

school hour per week.  The lessons comprise 35 school hours annually.

FLA is treated as a Period oflntegrated Study or Moral Education,thus not

requiring test scores or evaluations.

This is a sociolinguistic study of multi‐ party conversation in FLA. The

purpose of this study is to apply the notion oflllulti‐ party conversation from

the fleld of CA to FLA.As Den(2013)claiIIIs,aCtiVities involving three

persons increase diverseness, leading to lively verbal and nonverbal
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colnlnunication among pupils. Therefore,1■ ore dynanlic interactions can be

expected in FLA. According to the Ministry of Education,Culture,Sports,

Sciettce and Technology(MEXl),the aim of FLA is“ to form the foundation of

OupilS'COmmunication abilities"(2008)。 Generally,some teachers seem to

depend merely on ``Hi, friends!'' which is a teaching material of FLA

distributed by the MEXT(2012). Ifteachers conduct lessons only using``Hi,

friends!''in teacher‐ fronted lessons(ioe。 , a lesson style where the teachё r

stands in front ofthe classroom and pupils sit on their chairs facing forward),

it would be difficult to accomplish the ailn of FLA. Therefore, teachers

should implement lessons using various styles. Baba and l肛 iyamoto(2009)

investigated FLA lesson styles, and proved that various forms of pupil

activities existo  With the style, which is close to the natural movement

when they engage in daily conversation, pupils can ilnmerse in

communication in English and would be able to form a foundation of English

COIIlinunication skills. Hence,activities that a1low pupils to express theirs

spontaneous body lnovements is crucialo With a proper activity,FLA can be

an optilnal fleld ibr observing pupil conversations.

Another aim of this study is to unveil the effect市 eness of multi‐ party

conversations in the classroom. In elё mentary school,pair activities,which

consist of two pupils,or group activities,such as a group of four pupils,are

often ibrmed. Teachers tend tO fornl groups oftwo or fbur,but not ofthree.

Three‐party activities are rarely conducted. If three‐ party conversations

yield diversity and dynalllics among pupils,this style of colllinunication may

pave a new way in FLA as well as other subects in elementary schools.
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Because FLA was recently introduced to elenlentary schools,previous

studies are relatively scant. FulimotO,Yamauchi, and Kobayashi(2010)

ettalllined the types oflupilS'activities such as games and IIlusic and group

activity,and ibund that various activities exist. However,studies on CA in

elementary schools are scant as well. Ito and Sekilnoto(2011)revealed the

relationship between gaze direction and turn‐taking in an elementary school

classroom.  In their CA they investigated teacher‐ fronted lessonso  Mori

and Hasegawa (2009)conducted CA among university students in the

United States who study Japanese as a foreign language,and they analyzed

student conversations which include head direction and gazing while

learning a second language. Their research is close to this study,in that it

conducts CA among students when they engage in learning a foreign

language. To date,little is known regarding the details of conversations in

FLA ofelementary schools in Japan.

What kind ofconversations do pupils have when they engage in a group

activity,one in which they can walk around freely in the classrooIIl?  There

is a possibility that under those conditions, pupils forget the ailn of the

lesson,making conversations irrelevant to the study. However,CA unveils

that their utterance and movement are consistent, that pupils cooperate

with each other for the success ofthe conversationo  CA could shed light on

another phenomenon.  Despite the practice of repeating the teacher's

demonstration, pupils often make errors when they attempt to makё

utterances on their own during a group activity. As the group activity

progresses,pupils modifシ their utterances on their own through trial and

error. The process in which pupils gradually acquむ e the target sentence



can be observed. In this paper,grOup activity is deflned as an activity in

which pupils engage in a conversation with the士  classmateso  A group

actiヤity iS different fronl a game,which entails a winner and a loser.

The lesson of FLA was conducted to sixth‐ grade pupils in a public

elementary school.  There were 36 pupils in the classroom.  In this lesson,

pupils played one of three roles: L[aruchan, a felnale elementary school

pupil;Maruchan's grandfather;and the shopkeeper. The situation of the

group activity is as follows:Maruchan and her grandfather viSit an ice cream

shopo  Maruchan asks her grandfather to buy her an ice cream.  Her

grandfather accepts her request and orders an ice cream from the

shopkeeper. The shopkeeper glves Maruchan an ice cream sticker. This is

a version where Maruchan reque,ts a chocolate ice cream. To start the

conversation,Maruchan asks her grandfather,“ Please give IIle ice cream。 "

Her grandfather replies, “OK," before asking, ``Which do you like?''

Maruchan glosses over the menu, chooses the ice creaIIl, and tells her

grandfather,“ I like chocolate." Her grandfather orders by saying,“ Please

glve Maruchan chocolate''to the shopkeeper. The shopkeeper answers“ OK,"

and passes the ice cream sticker to Maruchan.  NIaruchan receives the

sticker,and then pastesit onto a sheet ofpaper,which is an illustration of an

ice cream cone. After this conversation,the pupils switch roles.

To design a lesson plan involving three roles,the ditransitive verb“ give''

was chosen. This verb consists of three nouns,which are deflned as the

giver,the rece市 er,and the gi乱 (Tomase1lo,2003).In a lessOn pre宙 ously

conducted before this one,pupils had engaged in a pair activity with the

sentence,``Please glve me ice cream." The lesson entailed letting pupils
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understand the notion of transfer in ditransitive constructiono  ln this

lesson,the indirect ottect“ me"was altered to the pupil's actual name,or

Marichano Pupils engaged in a group activity that consisted of the giver,

the receiver,and the requester. Because this group activity contains the

transfer context, the imperative sentence was adopted, thereby providing

much lnore condensed conversations to pupils compared to a silnple

question‐ and‐ answer dialogue. Because the pupils were engaged in thrё e

roles and ditransitive construction entails three nouns,  trinOInial

relationships have a double lneaning in this lesson.

TO analyze the data ofthe lesson,two videO cameras were set up in the

classroonl, and small voice recorders were placed on the pupils' clothing。

The pupils who were to wear the voice recorder were selected at random。

Pupils who had the voice recorder were chosё n through rock‐ paper‐ scissors.

In the beginning of the lesson,the teacher asked pupils if anyone wantё d to

put on the voice recorder.  Most of the pupils raised their hands to

volunteer;therefore,the teacher suggested that pupils who had already put

On the voice recorder in the previous lessons refrain froIIl participating in

rock‐ paper‐ scissorso With the combination of video footage and recorded

voices, it is possible to recreate the pupil interactions. These data were

analyzed using ELAN, a software employed to describe multimodal

conversations in detail. To analyze pupils'non‐verbal conllnunication,we

fOcused on their body movement,gaze,and gesture.The F‐formation was

adopted as a theory to analyze pupils'body lnovements(Kendon,2010)。

The background for this study is provided in Chapter l. Chapter 2

provides the details of the lesson and unit plano Chapter 3 introduces the
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observation and analysis of change in individuals,with a fbcus on changes in

verbal colnlnunication, mainly on the utterances of an individual.

Obs6rvation and analysis of change in a group are described in Chapter 4.

Pupils' non‐ verbal conllnunication was analyzed using the methods of

F‐formation,gesture,and gaze.

This study has been conducted with the consent ofthe parents of Jyoto

elementary school pupils which allowed the use of their children's

photographs,utterances,and their names in this thesis.



Chapter l

Background of the Research

1。 1。 Multi‐ party Conversation in Foreign Language Activity

The fleld of conversation analysis(CD has recently begun to focus on

multi‐ party conversations.  As Nihongogaku,which refers to“ The Study of

Japanese,'' featured “dynaIIlics of three‐ party conversation" in vol. 32‐ 1,

conversations among three people deserve interdisciplittary attention

(lⅦettishoin, 2013)。  According to Den (2013), three‐party conversations

dramatically increase diverseness compared to a conversation between two

participants.Bono(2013)clailIIs that we need to focus not only on dyadic

dialogues but also on multi‐ party conversations in order ibr us to direct to a

new fleld of conllnunicationo  SilIIlilarities in dialogue and multi‐ party

conversation both refer to verbal as well as non‐ verbal interactions and

COlllinunication.  However,a multi‐ party conversation has a lnore complex

structure compared to a dialogue,which consists of a speaker and a listener.

Among multi‐ party conversatiotts,those with three persons have especially

been focused on because they are considered a basic type of lnulti‐ party

conversation.  If four persons are in a group,they can be divided into two

groups of two persons(i.e.,a pair of dyadic dialogues). If flve persons are

present, they may be divided into small groups.  Therefore,three can be

said to have a strong construction because the number is indivisible. In

Japan, ¥30,000 is a typical amount to give as a wedding gl乱. Three

¥10,000 bills cannot be divided into two without changing them into other
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notes; therefore, three is said to be a favorable number for wedding

cereIIlonles.

Previous studies on CA among three persons exist,which are regarded

as a basic type of multi‐ party conversation.  Tokunaga, Mukawa, and

Kimura(2013)analyzed``table talk,"a conversation that people engage in

during lunches.  In addition,an analysis of table cooking(Sakaida,Kato,&

Suwa,2013)unveils the phenomenon regarding conversations among three

people when they engage in cooking mOtta at a mOtta restauranto Motta is

a Japanese style of pancake that people cOok together beside a hotplate.

Both studies show that a conversation among three people is active,and that

complex turn‐ taking systellls are at work. These studies also suggest that

non‐verbal colnlnunication techniques such as gaze and gesture play an

ilnportant role.

In 201l fbreign language activity(FLAI was intrOduced in elementary

schools in Japan. The ailn of FLA is ``to forΠ l the foundation of pupils'

communication abilities"(MEXT, 2008). F可imotO, Yamauchi, and

Kobayashi(2010)analyZed the factors of FLA in a tealll teaching(TTl style.

They conflrIIled that two elelnents such as“ playinピ 'and“learning with each

other'' exist in FLA. Baba and Miyamoto(2009)investigated the lesson

styles of FLA, and proved that various forms of pupils' activities exist.

Because FLA was recently introduced to elementary schools,information on

CA in the fleld of FLA is scanto Mori and Hasegawa(2009)conducted CA

among university students in the United States who study Japanese as a

foreign language,and ibund that non‐ verbal collllnunication techniques such

as gesture and gaze play an ilnportant role in learning a ibreign language.
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1.2.The Ditransitive Verb“ Give"

To design a lesson involving lnulti‐ party conversations,proper teaching

materials are required.  In his book, the linguistic scholar Tomasello

observes and analyzes the language acquisition process in children.

ToIIlasello (2003)claillls that children develop their skills from pivot

grammar to item‐based grammar,and inally,to abstract grammar(p。 126)。

For example,children often utter“ gimme"in their earlier stages.“ Gimme"

is a combination of two words:“give"and“ me." Childrett develop their

usage of“ gimme"as follows:

(1)a:Gimme+Ottect

b:G市e+Indirect otteCt(e.g。 ,him)+Direct object(e.g。 ,milk)

c:Ditransitive verb(e.g。 ,Pass)+Indirect ottect(e.g。 ,him)+Direct

OtteCt(e.g"milD

Tomasello  argues  that  children  acquire  syntactic  knowledge

proportionate to the frequency of how oten they hear and use the

construction.This theory is called the usage‐ based model(UBM).In uBM

theory,children develop their skills from p市 ot grammar(la)to item‐ based

grammar(lb),and inally,to abstract grammar(lc)。 “Gimme"is a word

combined from“ glve"and“me,"usually used in combination,such as“ gimme

milk"or“ gimme juice,"in the p市ot grammar stage.The following stage is

item‐based grammar(e.g。 ,“give him milk"or“ give Mary juice").In this

stage,the indirect object``Ine''can be changed to other words such as the

pronoun“ hiIIl"or prOper noun“ Mary.'' Children then develop their skills to
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the next stage, which is abstract grammar.  In this stage, children can

apply the rule of“ give''to other ditransitive verbs,such as``pass''and“ bring。 ''

However,Tomasello claims that using only the phrase“ gimme"does not

sufflce to lead children from the pivot grammar stage to the iteln‐ based

grammar stage.This is because children cannot be aware that“ gimme"is a

combination of two words. Children have to increase thё ir frequency to

hear sentences such as“ give him"(lb)。

However,“ gilnme''is also well known in Japan,as people say,“ Clibu

me,"which is written in angular characters.NIany pupils seelll to already

know this phrase. For example,the Japanese popular idol group AKB 48

sings“Gibu me flve"(g市 e me flve).

According to Tomase1lo,the sentence of the ditransitive verb“ glve"is

used to transfer the direct ottect frOm the subject to the indirect otteCt.

“G市e"has the structure of“ NPl+V+NP2+NP3.イ  For example,“He gives

me an apple." NPl refers to the glver,NP2 refers to the receiver,and NP3

refers to the gi乱 .If a person requires somebody to glve NP3 to NP2,this

becomes a multi‐ party conversation. Through the ditransitive verb“ give,"

pupils can naturally engage in multi‐ party conversations.  In addition,

“transfer" is a conllnon action in pupils' daily life.  According to MEXT

(2008),teachers should select appropriate expressions that are falniliar to

pupils'daily situations. Because the actions of transfer are fanliliar to

pupils, utilizing the ditransitive verb “glve" in FLA suits the national

curriculuIIl guidelines.

To design a lnulti‐ conversation lesson plan,two stages are required:(a)Let

pupils use the phrase“ give me"such as in p市ot grammar(la);and(b)let
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pupils use the ditransitive verb “glve" and the indirect object ``Ine" as

item‐based grammar(lb)。

1.3.The lmperative Sentence“ Please Give Maruchan Chocolate"

To utilize the ditransitive verb“ give"in a lnulti‐ party conversation,the

ilnperative sentence is adopted. According to Murata and Narita(1996),

ilnperative sentences do not entail a subject. In addition,the verb is always

used as a root form.  People essentially utter imperative Sentences to a

second person;therefore,the subject is not expressed,but the subject“ you"is

logically hidden in this sentence. There are two nlerits to utilizing the

ilnperative sentence in FLA. First,it does not entail a sutteCt,and thus,it

can reduce pupils'burden when they conllnunicate with each othero Second,

because of the hidden subject“ you"in the sentence, it can be used as a

conversation among three persons(ioe。 ,``nle,"“you,"and“ to whom")。

The target sentence was chosen as``Please give Maruchan chocolate."

“Maruchan"is a female nickname with the word``Maru"in the flrst name or

surname. There are two reasons forこ hoosing Maruchan as the indirect

OtteCt.First,because Maruchan is a common nickname,it is easy for pupils

to remember it.  Second,because Maruchan is a proper noun,pupils do not

have to use“ hiln"or“ her,"which requires the knowledge ofthe third‐ person

singular. The scenario is as follows:Maruchan and her grandfather visit an

ice crealn shop,where Maruchan asks her grandfather to buy her an ice

cream.  Her grandfather agrees and orders an ice cream from the

shopkeeper. The shopkeeper hands LIaruchan an ice crealll sticker. In

this lesson, the conversation consists of the shopkeeper(i.e。 , the giver),
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Maruchan (i.e。 , the receiver), and her grandfather(i.e., the requester).

More varied and dynanlic activities are expected in this conversation

c6mpared to a dyadic dialogue.

Because pupils engage in three roles and ditransitive construction

entails three nouns,the double lneaning of trinonlial relationships exists in

this lesson.

1.4.Observing Non‥ verbal Conlmunication

To analyze multi‐ party conversations during FLA, observing verbal

colnlnunication as well as non‐ verbal conllnunication is crucial. To depict

pupils'body movement and proximity,the F‐ formation(Kendon,2010)was

adoptedo  When three or more members strike up a conversation, they

naturally form a shape resembling a cirde.Kendon named this cirde the

F‐ formation(Figure l).

騒多麟θI.F‐forlnation(Source:Kendon,2010)

Within the circle of participants,there is a space in the shape ofthe

letter“ (D,"which is called an o‐ spaceo The o‐space refers to an orientation

space, and is where participants do not enter and is reserved for main
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activities. Around the o‐ space, there is a space called the p‐ space, and

people's bodies and belongings are located inside this narrow space.  The

p‐space refers to the participant's space. Participants make conversation

inside this space. Around the p‐ space is the r‐ space,which refers to the

region spaceo When a person seeks to enter a conversation,they wait in the

r‐ space.  Once other lnembers grant the person perIIlission to participate in

the conversation,he or she enters the p‐ space.

According to Kendon,when people meet for the first tilne and greet

each other,they tend to forIIl a“ vis‐ a‐ vis F‐ formation''(Figure 2). They

then frequently change their body position to the ``L‐ shaped dyadic

F‐ formation,"which is a form that allows people to talk openly(Figure 3).

Figurθ 2 vis‐ a‐ vis F‐formation(Source:Kendon,2010)

F」igurθ &L‐ shaped dyadic F‐ formation(Source:Kendon,2010)
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The F‐ lbrmation is a universal theory. Regardless of age, gender,

race,or nationality,characteristic special arrangements among participants

can be observed worldwide.  Kendon conflrmed these formations in

countries such as ltaly,Papua New Guinea,and Japan. As a dependable

scale,the F‐ lbrmation was used to observe pupils'movements,as discussed

in Chapter 4.

Many studies regarding gaze show that gaze is related to turn‐ taking.

Kendon(1967)clailned that when a person wants to continuё  talking,he or

she tends to avoid eye contacto When a speaker's turn changes,there is a

tendency to make eye contact. Therefore,eye contact plays an important

role in turn‐ taking.

The theory,which Goffman(1981)proposed,would support the reason

interactions between pupils lead them to acquire the target sentence during

a group activity.  Goffman differentiates the flve participation status as

follows:speaker,addressee,side participant,bystander,and eavesdropper

(Figure 4).  In multi‐ party interactions, the participants' status varies

according to their involvement in the conversation. The Speaker designs

his or her utterances not only to speak to the addressee who directly listens

to hiln or her,but also to the side participants who are indirectly listening to

the speaker in the same group.  In multi‐ party conversation, the side

participant has the opportunity to observe the talks between the speaker and

the addressee,and this can be an opportunity to learn something from them.

There are unratifled participants:the bystander and the eavesdropper. The

speaker does not design his or her utterance on the prelllise of the presence

of unratifled participants.  Even an unratifled participant has the
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opportunity to learn during a group activity.  For example,when a pupil

walks around during the group activity,he or she can naturally listen to the

utterances of members of other groupso What he or she has heard possibly

leads to the acquisition ofthe target sentence.

○    ○

Speaker  Addressee

○

Bystander

○

Eavesdropper

(Rratified participant) (Unratifled participant)

Πttreイ。Participation framework(Source:Bono&Takanashi,2009,

p.158).

Kendon(1980)deflned the terΠ l“ gesticulation'' as a combination of

“utterance"and“gesture,"and gesture plays an important role in non‐ verbal

communication.In this stuけ ,We speciflcally observe pointing.Because

participants concentrate their attention to the point where pointing refers to,

pointing has crucial roles in conversation.

Joint attention is also an important factor in this study. According to

Tomasello(2003),the irst step for infants to acquire language is to notice

the existence of others with the same interests in a `10int attention

framework." Through a group act市 ity,pupils seem to employ tools to focus

their joint attention.
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Chapter 2

Lesson and Unit plan

2.1.Conversations of the Les80n

For a group activity of lnulti‐ party conversations,the target sentence

was selected to utilize the ditransit市 e verb “give" and an imperat市 e

sentence(e.g。, “Please give Maruchan chocolate")。  Three membeis

participate in this conversation:A is NIaruchan,B is her grattdfather,and C

is the shopkeeper. The conversation in which pupils speak is as follows:

(2)a.A:Please give me ice cream。 (to B)

b.B:OKo Which do you like?(to D

c.A:I like Vanilla。 (Chooses from the menu;to B)

d.B:Please glve Maruchan Vanilla。 (to C)

e.C:OK.Here you are。 (to D

■A:Thank you。 (to C)

Maruchan is a female elementary school pupil who lives with her extended

falnily,which includes her grandfather. For the lesson,an actual menu was

prepared ibr the pupils to actually choose the ice cream they want. Because

it is ilnpossible to prepare actual ice creaIIl, stickers, which are drawn

ilnages of ice creams, were preparedo  Therefore, the pupil playing the

shopkeeper role could pass the requested ice crealll sticker to Maruchan. A

card with an ice creaIIl cone drawn on it was prepared for every pupil.
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When the pupil playing the role of Maruchan received the sticker,he or she

pasted the sticker onto the card ofthe ice crealll cono.

According to Sacks et al。 (2010),this type of conversation consists of

four attacenCy pairs(Figure 5).

First pair Request… Compliance

A:Please give me ice cream.

B:OK.

Second palr QueStiOn‐ answer

B:Which do you like?

A:I like Vanilla.

Third pair Order‐ accept

B:Please glve Maruchan Vanilla.

C:OK.

Fourth pair Greeting… greeting

C:Here you are.

A:Thank you.

Л卵
“

J AttacenCy pairs

Because pupils understand the flow of the conversation,these sets of pairs

facilitate turn¨ taking during this pupil conversation.

To allow the pupils to engage in the conversation,the lesson unit was

designed to include sentences such as,``Which do you like?''and``Here you

are."  It is difflcult ibr elementary school pupils to engage in a conversation

that comprises of several sentences.  Therefore,lessons were designed ibom

silnple dialogue to complex conversation(Figure 6).
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1 January ll(Friday) Orientation,What is this?How are you?

９

“ January 18(Friday) What is this?How are you?

3 January 25(Friday) What color is it?

4 February l(Friday) Which do you like?

5 February 8(Friday) Which do you like?

6 February 22(Friday) Which do you like?Do you like bananas?

7 NIarch l(Friday) Do you like bananas?What shape is it?

8 March 8(Friday) What sport do you hke?How is the weather?

9 March 12(Tuesday) What sport do you l■e?How is the weather?

10 DIlarc1 17(Friday) Where are you now?IIow is the weather?

April ll(Thursday) Please give me ice cream.

12 April 18(Thursday) Please give Maruchan Vanilla.

Greetings,Numbers,and Classroom English are arbitrarily taught.

Figurθ a Unit plan.

During the group activity,pupils were a1lowed to walk around freely in

the classroom.Pupils become accustomed to this style of group activity from

the lessons, which were held froIIl」 anuary 2013 to Apri1 2013. These

lessons were conducted with sixth graders(until March,fltth graders)in two

dasses,with 36 pupils in each,at Himai Municipal,Jyoto Elementary

School.
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2.2.TOSS English Teaching Method

To give pupils the opportunity to understand and acquire the sentences

as well as cultivate skills to coIIlinunicate in the group activity,the TOSS

English teaching nlethod was adopted. TOSS is an acronym fOr“Teacher's

Organization of Skill Sharing.'' It is a private association of teachers who

voluntarily research effective teaching lnethods and lnaterials. The TOSS

English teaching nlethod is as follows(Mukoyama,2003,2007):Teacheis

should design clever teaching materials and methods that ёan be used to

teach English to pupils without having to translate the target sentences into

Japanese. Because English sentences cannot ёxist without the context,to

have pupils understand the situations of the conversations is crucial.

Rhythm and telllpo are imperative to allow pupils to concentrate on the

lesson and practice effectively. The concrete teaching lnethod is as ib1lows:

First,the target sentences are practiced as a style of the teacher versuも the

pupils as a whole. This is an effective way to practice the new sentences.

餓 er sufflcient practice that a1lows the pupils to utter the target sentence on

their own,the pupils engage in group activity or games to actually use the

target sentences.

The teaching materials were designed according to the TOSS English

teaching lnethod. To a1low the pupils to engage in the conversation without

the text,pictures were employed to evoke images among the pupils. They

practiced the target sentence using PowerPoint(PPT)as a teaching material

(Figure 7). In this study,the text was written to understand the lneaning of

the drawings. However,there was no text in the actual teaching lnaterials.

The teacher had a wireless III10uSe, enabhng hiln to control the teaching
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material effectively. According to the MEXT,speaking and listening are

the focus in FLA, but reading and writing aro not allowedo  At the

elementary school level,pupils should begin learning English fronl sounds,

just as infants begin learning the language from listening and gradually try

to speak on their own.  Drawings are said to be useful in FLA, not only

because they evoke images among pupils ofthe conversation but also exclude

the text froln the lesson.

F」igurθ Z Teaching IIIlaterial of the conversation

2.3.Lesson Procedure

To prepare for the multi‐party conversation, imperative sentences

were practiced during the llth lesson(Figure 6).  The target sentence of

this lesson was, “Please give me ice cream。 "   Figure 8 shows a person

bowing,who represents the word“ please,"and the right arrow represents

``give," the boy represents ``IIle," and the illustration of the ice cream

represents the ice cream.  Pupils became used to the illustration ofthe boy,

which means“ me"or“ I,"because this illustration was used in previous

lessons,such as“ I like bananas''(Figure 9).

_.k翼
キ
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F」igurθ &Teaching nlaterial of previous lesson

F」igu■e9Teaching material of former lesson

The target sentence of this lesson seemed easy for the pupils,because

“give me"is used as a type of cluster in Japanese, as“ gibu lni." Pupils

sinlnply added“ please''before it,and an object after to the phrase``gibu lni."

The following lesson focuses on the multi‐ party conversation,which

builds up the to imperative sentence, “Please give Maruchan ice cream"

(Figure 10)。  The glrl who represents“ IIne"is changed to an illustration of

“NIaruchan." Figure 10 shows the IIleaning ol“ PleaSe give Maruchan ice

cream。 ''

F」igurθ la Teaching material ofthe sentence(1)

In the sentence

ilnportant factor.  In

“Please give Maruchan

order to disambiguate

ice cream,"intonation is an

the syntactic and semantic
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structure of the verb phrase ``glve MamChan ice cream," if the intended

meaning is a ditransitive one,the accent has to be put both on“ Maruchan"

and“ice cream"(Figure ll):if the accentuation is glven to the Maruchan

part,“ [ヽaruchan ice cream"should be taken as an NP meaning something

like WIaruchan brand ice cream (Figure 12)。

TimC(S)

F」igurθ II.Accent ofthe phrase``Maruchan ice cream"(1)

（督

）
う

こ

０
こ

う

こ

TunC(S)

F」igurθ 12.Accent ofthe phrase“ [ヽaruchan ice cream"(2)

After sufflcient practice,the illustration ofthe ice cream was changed

to an image of a strawberry ice cream.  Figure 13 shows the sentence,

“Please glve Maruchan a strawberry ice cream."  Pupils practiced the

sentence by changing the indirect object and the direct object several tilnes.
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FJinre」 θ.Teaching inaterial of the sentence(2)

In addition to the practice,which uses the illustrations as teaching

materials,the teacher of English(JTE)and the hOllllerooln teacher(HRT)

and one pupil actually demonstrated using the sentence, “Please give

Maruchan a strawberry ice cream." With these procedures,the pupils came

to understand the lneaning oftransfer without having to translate them into

Japanese.

2.4。 Classroom Environment

To allow the pupils to engage in the group activity of multi‐ party

conversation,the whole environment ofthe classrooIIl such as the blackboard

and a Plasma Display Panel(PDP)as well as the pupils'and the teacher's

desk were employed. There were 36 pupil desks in the classroom, with

three rows of pairs of desks and twelve desks in each row(Figure 10.The

blackboard was located at the front ofthe classroomo A PDP of 50 ino was

situated to the right of the blackboard. A personal computer that uses PPT

teaching lnaterial was connected to the PDP. During the group activity,a

chart showing the flow of the conversation(Figure 15)was aff■ xed to the

blackboard.

誓も
ヽ
．
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夏郷
“

Iイ.ClassF00m Settings

騒♂露θI二 Flow ofthe conversation

For this thesis,the text was written to describe the meaning of the

drawings. HoweveF, the‐re¬Ⅳas nO text in the actual teaching material.

The same inustration was displayed on the PDP;therefore,pupils were able

to conflrm the Lw ofthe conversation on either the blackboard or the PDP

during the group activity. The teacher's desk was near the blackboard.

The teaching material ofan indむ ect Object and a dむ ect ouect were arixed on

the blackboard as wen(Figure 10。

電EI::IIF

Ω甘響 ヅ翫罰~~=薫
コ ____´ 」́喜嘉二

~~~‐ ~―¨

砂 1劇
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■♂囲りIa Teaching mate五 al of an indirect o両 eCt and a direct ottect

Two video cameras were used in this lesson,one located at the front of

the classroom,and another at the rear: The dё sks of Sl,S2,and S3,who

are discussed in Chapter 3,were located in the iniddle and at the back ofthe

classroom. ThO desks of S7,S8,and S9,who are discussed in Chapter 4,

were to the right and front ofthe classroomo Sl and S7 were equipped with

a micro‐ voice FeCOrder on their clothes.  With data from these voice

recorders and video cameras, we were able to monitor the pupils'

conVersation in both verbal and non‐ verbal form.
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Chapter 3

Developmё nt of accoml■ odationality in individual

3.1.Perspectives to Observe Changes in an lndividual

This chapter focuses on one pupil to observe changes in his utterances

of the target sentenceo Each pupil conducted trial and erFOr in the group

activity. Because Sl showed a typical change in his utterances,it is useful

to observe his changes as a representative of other pupils. Sl was initially

confused when uttering the imperative sentence. Through trial and error in

the group activity,he gradually acquired the target sentence.

Certain rules to describe the pupirs utterance are as follows:(0.5)

means the duration for O.5s。  (。)refers to a duration equivalent to under O。 1

s.  @ refers to laughter.  Japanese is written as it is heard (e.g。 ,

“Arunchaun?''). The translation is written,such aS(Isn't it available?)after

the Japaneseo Pupils spoke in the Kansai dialect because this lesson was

conducted in an elenlentary school located in Hyogo Prefecture,Him● i City.

3.2.Observation of Sl

Sl was a male pupil.He was engaged in a group activity with S2 and

S3,who were female pupils.The group of Sl,S2,and S3 is deflned as group

A.

The activity under scrutiny is the flrst that group A was engaged in.

Sl played the role of the grandfather,S2was Maruchan,and S3 was the

shopkeeper.  Sl's and S2's desks were attaCent, whereas S3's desk was

located in front their desks.  Once the teacher gave the indication to begin
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the activity, S3 turned her body toward Sl and S2 to prepare for the

conversationo She then started the conversation.

(3)ao S2:Please give me ice cream。

b.Sl:OK。 (.)Which do you like?

Sl replied“ C)Iぐ'to S2(3a)0.l s later. S2held the lllenu,but it was

upside down. Another O。 l s later,Sl asked,“ Which do you like?''with his

lett hand rotating the menu fOr S2 to choose the ice cream easily(3b)。

(の S2:I like(5.4)Thirty‐ One Party.

“Thirty‐ (Эne Party"is an ice creanl brand drawn on the lnenu. As soon

as S2 began to utter,Sl and S3 gazed at the sticker that S3 possessedi  Sl

gazed at S3 0.8 s after S2's utterance. This is because the next conversation

was to be held between Sl and S3(i.e。 ,the grandfather and the shopkeeper,

respect市 elジ。 Sl began his utterance 2.2 s after S2's utterance.

(5)ao Sl:Ee,nan yatake。 (Oh,what was it?)

bo Sl:Nante yu:n yattakke?(What do l have to say?)

As he gazed at S3 before beginning his utterance,Sl noticed thatit was

his turno   However, he could not utter his line in English (5a)。

Accompanied with his next utterance,Sl gazed at the chart aff■ xed on the
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blackboard and conflrmed the illustration on the chart(5b)。   Sl was

attempting to remember the sentence he had practiced before the activity.

(6)ao Sl:Please give me(.)Bian.

b.Sl:Please give Bian.

co Sl:E?(What?)

do Sl:Thirty‐ One Party.

Sl gazed at the blackboard while uttering “please give me," then

uttered“ Bian''while gazing at S2(6a)。 “Bian''is s2's family nanleo Sl

rephrased this as, “Please give Bian''(6b) 1.l s latero  Sl could not

iHllnediately remember the name of the ice cream that S2 ordered.

Therefore,he uttered“ E?''to express his confusion(6c)。

The second conversation,which group A was engaged in,is exaIIlined

as follows:In their flrst group activity,S3flnally received the sticker from

the teacher at the teacher's desk, which was located at the front of the

classroom.They then returned to their desks.S2pasted the sticker onto her

card,on which the ice creanl cone was drawno S2 was standing beside her

desko Sl stood next to S2,and S3 stood nextto Sl.

(7)Sl:Haihai,ore ore,tugi ore。 (OK,OK,me,me,my turn is next.)

Sl clailned his turn while placing his``grandfather''name card on S2's

desk,and then he extended his arm to take his ice cream cone card from his

desk. S2took off her Maruchan name plate to pass it to Sl.
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(8)Sl:Eetto(Mm),please give ice cream. (1.2)Please giVe ice cream.

The sentence that Sl uttered

cream"lacks the indirect otteCt“ me."

is erroneous,because``I)lease glve ice

Sl restated his utterance l.2 s later。

(9)S3:()]K。 (1.6)Which do you like?

S3turned her head toward the PDP after O.2 s to conflrm the sequence

of the conversationo  She uttered, “Which do you like?''  1.4 s atter

conflrIIling it on the PDP.

(10)Sl:I like(4。 2)chipped chOCOlate.

While Sl said“ I like,''Sl gazed at the sticker that S2 possessed for 2.4

s. Sl then looked overthe menu and ordered“ chipped chocolate." Chipped

chocolate is the nallle of the ice cream.Because he initially conflrlned the

seals,he ordered the ice creaIIl that was available in his group.

(11)ao S2:Here you are.

bo Sl:Thank you.

S3was supposed to say, “Please glve L〔 aruchan chipped chocolate''

instead of S2's utterance(1la); however, before S3's utterance, S2 said,

``Here you are''to Sl,and then passed hiln the sticker.  S2had to wait for
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S3's utterance, but because she already possessed the sticker that Sl

required,she unintentionally advanced the conversation.

This is the third activity that the lnembers of group A were engaged in.

In this turn,Sl played the shopkeeper,S2was Maruchan,and S3 was her

grandfathero Sl, S2, and S3 were searching for the Hopping Shower ice

cream sticker,which S2 required. Sl and S2 approached the teacher's desk

to find the sticker, gazing at the stickero Sl found the Hopping Showё r

sticker,and thus,requested it from the teacher to receive the sticker.

(12)ao Sl:A,a,(。)please glVe me(0。 2)Hopping Shower.

b.T:Please give Maruchan?(2.8)OK,L[aruchan.(.)Here yOu are.

T refers to the teacher. In(8),Sl uttered,“ Please give ice cream"

twice. These sentences were erroneous because they lacked the intranSitive

verb“IIle." However,in(12a),he corrected his error on his own because he

successfully uttered,``Please give nle Hopping Shower.'' The teacher asked

Sl as“ are you ordering ibr NIaruchan?''because only the grandfather could

request it. If Sl was acting as the grandfather,his utterance should have

been,“Please glve Maruchan Hopping Shower." In this case,the teacher

should have made Sl rephrase his utterance as, “Please glve Maruchan

Hopping Shower."   Sl replied with a nod to the teacher's utterance.

Therefore,the teacher said,``()K,Maruchan,"before passing the sticker with

the utterance,``Here you are."
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(13)ao Sl:E,oi oi oi oi oi oi oi oi oi oi,yutte,yutte。 (0.4)Chocolate,

chocolate,chocolate。  (Wow,hey hey hey hey hey hey hey hey hey hey,say it,

say it).

bo S2:ojiichan Yuki yade,Yuki. Cuki is playing the grandfather role,

Yuki is)。

c.Sl:Oi,omaega yuttara,eeyanaika.(1.3)Please glVe IIle chocolate.

(1.2)Please giVe Maruchan chocolate。 (1.2)Yutte。 (Hey,if yOu say it,it will

be OЮ .

Sl lbund the chocolate ice cream sticker l.7 s atei the teacher uttered``here

you are。'' Sl repeated the phrase“ oi,"which lneans“ hey,''ten tilnes in 2.2s

to express his excitement(13a). He then repeated“ chocolate''three tilnes in

O。4 so Sl urged S2 to request the chocolate sticker for hinl because he twice

uttered,“Yutte,"which lneans,``say it。 '' S2gazed toward the back ofthe

classrooII1 1.4 s after Sl's utterance,searching fbr S3 for l.4s. During the

search,S2suggested to Sl that S3 should request the sticker to the teacher

because S3 is playing the grandfather(13b)。  S2searched for S3 1br l.4s,

and then she changed her head direction,moving next to Sl. During S2's

movement,Sl urged S2 to play the role ofthe grandfather instead ofS3(13c)。

Sl unilaterally struck up a conversation l.3 s ater Sl's request to S2,

without acceptance from S2.First,Sl asked,“Please give me ice cream"

assuⅡling the role of Maruchan,and then he provided an example of

grandfather's role as he said,“Please glve Maruchan chocolate,"before

urglng S2 to request the chocolate sticker as he said to the teacher(13c)。
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3.3.Analysis of Change in the lndividual

We obseⅣed the conversation in group A in detail,which yielded some

iinportant flndings. Through trial and error,Sl devised a certain form in

his utterance. In addition,a path,which is how pupils acquire syntactic

structures,was observed. The changes in the utterance of Sl through the

group activity were analyzed.  The utterances of Sl are already in this

paper,but have been renumbered.

He modified his utterance as follows:

(10a.Please give me(。 )Bian(1.1)Pleage give Bian(2.8)E?(What?)

(0.2)Thirty¨ One Party.

bo Eetto(Mm),please give ice cream.(1.2)Please give ice cream.

c.Please give lne chocolate.(1.2)Please glve L[aruchan chocolate。 (1.2)

Yutte.(Say it).

Sl initially confused the indirect ottect between“ me"and his friend's

naIIle“ Bian"(14D.Sl overused indirect obectS as he uttered,“Please glve

me Bian";two indirect ottectS“ me"and“ Bian"e対st.He repaired his

utterance on his own l.l s ater. However,there was a silence that lasted

2.8 s after he uttered,“ Please give Bian." It seellls as if he was conflrIIling

his utterance to hilnsel■  He then realized that he had forgotten the name

ofthe ice creanl;therefore,he uttered“ E.'' He remembered the name ofthe

ice cream O.2 s atter.The next time he uttered,“ Please give ice cream"

(14b). This sentence lacks the indirect object. Finally,he uttered both the

indirect ottect“me"and“Maruchan"correctly(14c).He modiied the
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English sentences on his owno The audio recording and the video footage

show that his classmates and the teacher did not give him direct feedback,

showing that his utterance is incorrect. However,there is a possibility that

his classmates changed their facial expressions, so that Sl noticed a

strangeness in his utterance. A sunllnary of the utterance process of Sl is

as follows:

(15)a.Ditransitive verb lVご)+Indirect Ottect(0う +Oゴ +Direct

OtteCt(0め

b.Vごι+Od

c.Vごι+OJ+Od

The structure of the utterances(15a),

that of(14a),(14b),and(14c).

Sl walked around the classrooIIl to

Party sticker.  Through his movement,

happening around hiIIl. Because the voice

clothing, this device recorded other pupils'

heard during his activity.

(15b),and(150 corresponds to

flnd the requested Thirty‐ (Эne

Sl listened to conversations

recorder was attached to Sl's

utterances as well, which Sl

(16)ao S4:Please give me ice cream.

b.S5:Please glve lne ice cream.

co S6:Please glve Araki ee(0.5)ee lemon sherbet。  (Please glve Araki

mm,mm lemon sherbet)。
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Sl heard utterance (16a)77.6 s after he began to look for the

Thirty‐ (Эne Party sticker,and then Sl heard S5's utterance(16b)5.O s after

S4's utterance(16a). He heard the sentence in which the indirect object

was changed to the pupil's name(16c)。 Araki referred to a family name of

one of S6's group members.Lemon sherbet is an ice cream type.Freely

walking around the classroom may have helped the pupils acquire the target

sentence. The participation status lnay explain this phenomenon. Based

on the notion of the participation framework(Figureィ 0,whёn sl spoke or

listened to his classmates in his group, he assumed the position of the

speaker,addressee,or side participant. Howevё r,when he searched for the

sticker among the other groups fron■ the r‐ space,he was in the bystander

positiono When he walked around the classroom,he unintentionally heard

other groups' utterances, during which he assumed the eavesdropper

positiono The utterances he heard as an eavesdropper(16)possibly hё lped

Sl acquire the target sentence. An unratifled participant can yield certain

beneflts, and they are not direct participants in a conversation.  The

position of an unratifled participant can lnake hiln or her watch the process

ofthe conversation otteCtiVely. There is a possibility that a far distance can

enable people to observe the conversation from a perspective that cannot be

observed from up close.
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Chapter 4

Collaborating Attitude toward the Success of the Activity

4.1.Perspectives to Observe Body l■ ovements as a GrOup

This chapter examines the body lnovements of pupils when they were

engaged in the group activityo  As observed in Chapter 3, each pupil

individually acquired the target sentences through trial and error.  In

addition,the structure of a three‐ party conversation enables theln to learn a

foreign language. In a group activity,pupils cooperate with each other to

lead the conversation to success. This chapter ёxttlnines groups A and B.

4.2.Observation of GrOup Activities

Group A consists of three members: Sl, S2, and S3. As observed

before,Sl was a lnale pupil,and S2 and S3 were female pupils. Sl played

the role of the grandfather,S2was Maruchan,and S3 was the shopkeeper.

All pupils had a name card specitting their respective roles(e.g。 ,MaruchaD.

They could have either attached the name card on their clothing or silnply

had it in their possession. The utterances are already in this paper,but

they have been renumbered.

(17)ao S2:Please give me ice cream。

bo Sl:OK。 (。)Which do you like?

c.S2:I like(5。 O Thirty‐ One Party.
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S2replied(17c)0.8 s after Sl's utterance. Instead of answering with

the name of the ice creaIIl illlllnediately,she gazed at the lllenu for 5.4 s to

choose the ice creamo Atter the silence,S2chose Thirty‐ One Party(17c).

During the silence lasting 5.4s,Sl and S2 glossed Over the lnenu together,

but S3 turned her head toward the PDP to conflrnl the sequence of the

conversation,and then turned back(Figure 17).

Figurθ 」Z Observation of group A(1)

(18)ao Sl:Ee,nan yatake。 (Oh,what was it。 )

b.Sl:Nante yu:n yattakke?(What am l supposed to say?)

co Sl:E?(What?)

d.Sl:Thirty‐ One Party.

Brieny before Sl uttered``E?''(18c),he held his right hand up before

pointing to the ice crealn drawn on the lnenu,uttering,“ Thirty‐One Party''

(18の。 Sl's, S2's, and S3's body mOvements were synchronized with Sl's

pointingo As Sl lnoved his right index flnger to the lnenu(18c),Sl,S2,and

S31eaned in toward it(Figure 18)。
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Fttgυ rθ lθ.Observation of group A(2)

As Sl pointed to the “Thirty‐ One Partプ ' ice Cream picture, he

silnultaneously began uttering,“ Thirty‐ One Party"(18d),raising his body.

S2and S3 raised their bodies silnultaneously with Sl(Figure 19)。

Figure 19 0bservation of group A(3)

S2stood up O.7 s after Sl's remark(18d),and looked around to flnd

the Thirty‐ One Party sticker.

(19)a.S3:Naitokitte douiun yatta kke?(What should l say when the

sticker is unavailable?)

bo Sl:Naitoki?(When the sticker is unavailable?)

c.S3:Un.6res)

do S2:Sagashiniikuttya nakattakke?(We should look for it?)

e.Sl:Naitte kotte。 (Because it is unavailable.)
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During S3's remark (19a), s2placed her elbows on the desk, and

leaned toward S3 to see the sticker S3 had.  During the conversation

between Sl and S3[from (19b)to(19d)],S31ooked at Sl. She then watched

S2,and O.5 s after S3's gaze,S2replied,``We should look for iti'(19d)。  S3

then looked at Sl again,and O.2 s ater S3's gaze,Sl replied,``Because it is

unavailable"(19e)。

Sl, S2, and S3 then stood up and walked around among the other

groups to flnd the Thirty‐ One Party ice cream sticker.

(20)Sl:Arunchain?(Isn't it available?)

Sl found nlany seals on the teacher's desk while he walked near the

teacher's desk(20)136 s after Sl's remark(20). As the teacher was

attuSting the lighting of the classroom, no one was standing around the

teacher's desk. Sl,S2,and S3 gathered at the teacher's desk.

(21)a.T:Hoshiyatu aru?(Is there any sticker that you want to get?)

b.Sl:Iya。 (No。 )

co S2:Thirty‐ One Party.

d.T:Thirty‐ one,Thirty‐ One Party,Thirty‐ One Party.

競 er attusting the lighting, the teacher approached his desk. He

asked if there are any seals that pupils want to have,but Sl replied,“ No''

(21b). Because no one was retrieving a sticker from the teacher's desk,Sl
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did not have confidence to obtain a sticker from there. However,S2placed

an order with the teacher(21c).  The teacher began to search for the

Thirty‐One Party sticker. The teacher,Sl,S2,and S3 all gazed at the seals

that were on top ofthe teacher's desk.

(22)a.T:Thirty‐ One Party,mIIllll Thirty‐ One Party.

bo Sl:A,Atta.(Oh,I flnd it。 )

The teacher,Sl,S2,and S3 searched ibr the sticker for 19.5 so While

searching,only the teacher lnurmured the ice creaΠ l name,whereas Sl,S2,

and S3 stayed silent. They leaned in to search for the sticker(Figure 20).

F」igurθ 2a Observation of group A(4)

As soon as Sl found the Thirty‐ One Party sticker,he uttered,``Oh,I

found it"(22b).Atthat moment,the teacher,Sl,S2,and S3 simultaneously

raised their bodies(Figure 21)。

F」iprθ 21.Observation of group A(5)
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(23)a.T:Here you are.

bo S2:Thank you.

c.T:You're welcome.

do Sl:Ohta,yokattana.(Ohta,she is lucky.)

The teacher passed the Thirty‐ One Party sticker to S2.  S2 then

expressed her gratitude to the teacher(23a and 23b).  It took 205 s for her to

receive the sticker since she began her flrst utterance. Despite the teacher's

continuing reply(230,S2turned her body after uttering``Thank you,''and

began returning tO her seat with a sIIlile on her face. As Sl made his

utterance“She is lucky"0。 7 s atter the teacher's“ You're welcolne''utterance

(23の ,he and S3 began to return to their seats.

The activity of group B is as follows.  Group B consisted of three

pupilS:S7,S8, and S9。  S7and S8 were male pupils,whereas S9■ as a

felnale pupil. This lesson was held at the beginning ofthe new school year;

therefore,most ofthe pupils did not know each other well,and some pupils

seemed tense. However,S7,S8,and S9 were in the same class the previous

school year, and therefore, they seemed relaxed.  In addition, the same

homerooIIl teaCher was in charge of them since the previous school year.

The desks of S7, S8, and S9 were located at the rightIIlost side of the

dassroom,from the front row (S7, S9,and S8, in that order).Three

perspectives provide us with guidelines to observe the conversations of group

B. First, because they frequently walked around the classroolll, the

F‐ formation was adopted as a gauge to observe their body movements.

Pupils'participation in the conversation were able to be observed from their
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body positiono  Second, the position of their F‐formation reflected their

participation status. For example,when a pupil changes his or her position

froIIl that of a side participant to that of a bystander,he or she IIloves from

the p‐ space to the r‐ space. Third,their gaze is related to turn‐ taking. The

person who gazes at the speaker tends to take the next turn.

S9played the role of Maruchan,S8was the grandfather,and S7 was

the shopkeeper. This was the third activity in which group B was engaged.

They were standing at the side of S8's desk. Figure 22 shows where S7,S8,

and S9 were situated,and the environment ofthe classroonl as well.

Figurθ 22.Location of group B

S8 and S9 were located in the P‐ space, whereas S7 stood in the

R‐ space. This lneans that S8 and S9 were ready to begin a conversation.

S7was in a position where he could observe their dialogue.  S8watched his

hands. S9conflrmed that the chart was flxed to the blackboard(Figure 23).
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F」inχり2&F‐ formation of group B(1)

As soon as she removed her gaze from the chart, she began her

utterance.

(24)a.S9:Please g市e me ice cream。

bo S8:Ee(OD,OKo Which do you like?

c.S9:I like.¨

S81ooked at S9 and replied tO S9's utterance(24b)1.6 s after S9's

request(24υ o  S9 replied to S8 while gazing at the menu (24c)。   She

continued gazing at the lnenu ibr 9.5s. While S9 was selecting her order

fronl the lnenu,S7bent forward to see ito S8 and S9 assumed an L‐ shaped

dyadic F‐ formation(Figure 20. According to Kendon,an L‐ shaped dyadic

F‐ formation can be observed during natural conversations in society(Figure

3).
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F」inre 24.L‐ shaped dyadic F‐ fornlation of group B

According to Kendon,when people lneet for the flrst tilne and greet

each other,they tend to fornl a vis‐ a‐ vis F‐ formation(Figure 2). They then

often change to an L‐ shaped dyadic F‐ formation,which is a form that a1lows

people to talk openly(Figure 3)。  As S8 and S9 were forIIling an L‐shaped

dyadic F‐ formation,their relaxed relationship and willingness to engage in

conversation was apparent. S91eaned toward S7(shopkeeper)8.4 s after

S8's utterance to glance at the ice creanl sticker in S7's possession. 競 er

O。 75 s S7 1ooked at his sticker(Figure 25)。

F」igurθ 25。 Gaze directions of group B(1)

(25)ao S8:Akan de[so re,so rel ha.α ou can't do that.)

b.S7:lAkan de so re].∈ ou can't do it.)
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c.S9:Datte IIlendo kusai desho,sagasuno。 (It is bothering to find out,

isn't it?)

S7and S8 illllnediately criticized S9 by stating that her action was

against the rules(25a). AInong S7,S8,and S9,an implicit rule stated that

“NIlaruchan has to guess the sticker the shopkeeper possesses."  S8followed

O。 3 s after S7 began his utterance,and then their utterances overlapped for

O。 6s(25a and 25b)。  S9replied to S7's and S8's criticisnl with a sIIlile on her

face while gazing at S8(25c)。 S9knew Of the implicit rule;however,she

gave the excuse that guessing the sticker was a bothersome task.  As soon

as she finished her utterance,she glossed over the lnenu again.

(26)S7:Nandemo eeyan.lAnything should be Ok。 )

S7urged S9 to hurry with deciding her order(26)1.7 s later. On the

surface, S7's utterance seemed to be sinlply a blunt remark, but this

utterance was a cue for him to move from the R‐ space to the P‐ space(Figure

26)。  S71eaned toward S9 and gazed at the lllenu with her.

F」igu“ 2a F‐ forllllation of group B(2)
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(27)a.S9:Caramel ribbon.

b.S8:Oh,OK.

She placed the order l.5 s atter S7's remark(26): Caramel Ribbon

was an ice cream type drawn on the lnenu. Because S8 was playing the role

of the grandfather,S9gazed at S8 during her utterance,and inllnediately

atter her remark,she glanced at S7 for O.5s. S8accepted S9's request and

answered“ Or'(27b)。 Afterward,S8turned to the blackboard to conflrm

the chart for O.8 so S8 then turned his body to S7. The next conversation

between S7 and S8 began. After S8's II10Vement to conflrm the chart,S9

followed S8 to confirm the chart(Figure 27).

Figurθ 2Z Gaze directions of grOup B(2)

(28)ao S8:Please give Nose caramel ribbon?

bo S7:No.

co S8:No,Yanna.Ore wakattou mon.@(No,isn't it?I know that.

Lau`力
"二

)

In S9's remark,the indirect obect“ Nose"is S9's family name(28a)。
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Pupils were allowed to either use“ LIaruchan"or the classmate's actual name

as an indirect otteCt.The members ofthis group used their actual name as

an indirect object. Because S8 correctly uttered the ditransitive sentence,

he successfully acquired the target sentence of this lessono S7's``no''nleant

that he did not have the Caramel Ribbon sticker(28b). S8followed S7's

remark O.4 s later by saying“ no''with hiln(28c)。   Despite this short phrase,

their utterances overlapped for O。 l so  S8 matched S7 and said``no." In

addition,he laughed after his remark. On the surface,S8's action seems

blunt.  However, because he said he already knew that the sticker S9

requesting was unavailable, he had a choice to illlIIlediately refuse S9's

utterance when he heard it fron■  hero  S8's willingness to lead the

conversation to success shows that he did not break the conversation,but

continued it.During his remark(28c),S8shifted his eyes from S7 to S9.

S91ooked at S7,and then gazed at S8 during S8's remark(Figure 28)。

ユタ ■92θ.F‐ formation of group B(3)

(29)ao S9:Sagasite kite kudasa:i。 (Please flnd it。 )

bo S8:Bokuga?(I have to do it?)

c.S7:()j五changa sagasite kuru yo。 (Grandfather has to flnd it.)
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S9 ordered S8 to flnd the sticker(29a)with a slnile on her face,

drawing out the end ofthe last word. S8expressed surprise because he did

not expect such an utterance. He savored the feeling of victory (28c);

however, he discovered that he was not the winner(29b). S7's remark

reIIlinded S8 that prior to these activities,the teacher had indicated that if

the designated sticker is unavailable,the grandfather should search for it

fronl the other groups or on the teacher's desk,or Maruchan lnay change the

request(29c). Atter S7's remark,S8glanced at S9 for O.2s,then 10oked at

S7for O.8s,and afterward,gazed at the attacent group.  He turned his body

toward the attacent grOup,and then began to walk toward the group(Figure

29).

F」igurθ 29_Gaze directions of group B(3)

S8 entered into the F‐ formation of the

r‐ space to the p‐ space.

attaCent group,from the

Kich五 is S8's actual

ⅣIeanwhile, S9 gazed at

nameo  S7 made this

the teacher's desk.

remark while

S10,who is

gazing at S8。

a member of
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another group, approached the teacher's desko  While S9 gazed at the

teacher's desk and the teacher and S10,S10 1nade a request to the teacher

(Figure 30).

Figurθ θa Gaze directions of group B(0

(31)ao S10:Sensei,please give WIaruchan eetto(0.5)Hopping ShOWer.

(Teacher,please give Maruchan umm Hopping Shower。 )

b.T:Hopping Shower.

After the remarks of S10 and the teacher(31),S9gazed at the teacher

and S10 againo S7 and S8 1ooked at the seals ofthe attaCent group. After

gazing at S10 and the teacher,S91ooked at S7 and S8 for 3.2s,and then

looked around for O.9s. She noticed that it was difflcult to acquire the

Caramel Ribbon sticker from the other groups,and therefore,she lnoved to

the teacher's desk and tried to flnd the sticker on her owno S7 detected that

S9was approaching the teacher's desk l.6 s after S9 began IIloving toward it

(Figure 31).
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Figurθ θI.Gaze directions of group B(5)

S91nurmured,“ Caramel Ribbon''while searching for the sticker. S7

approached the teacher's desk(Figure 32)。

FiguJ9 θ2.MoveIIIlent of group B(1)

(32)a.S9:Please give me Cararnel Ribbon.

b.T:A,Please give dare?(Please give to whom?)

c.S9:Cara,nle.

d.T:]Ⅵe?街五Chan ni itte hosh五 na。 (I would like grandfather to ask

me.)

S9asked,“Please give IIle Caralnel Ribbon''to the teacher(32a).The

teacher rephed,“ Oh,please give to whom?"and“ I would like grandfather to
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ask IIle,"because the ailn of this lesson was to enable pupils to acquire the

sentence in which the indirect object was changed from“ me"to“M[aruchan"

or the pupil's actual name (32b).  If S9 received the sticker without

changing the indirect object,this group lost an opportunity to practice the

target sentence.  After the teacher's suggestion, S7 1ooked to S8 and

conflrlned his location(Figure 33).

F」igurθ θ&Gaze directions of group B(6)

As S9 ordered her request to the teacher,the role of the shopkeeper

among S7,S8,and S9 111oved fronl S7 to the teacher. Because the teacher

assumed this role,he wore the nameplate ofthe shopkeeper. However,S7

continued contributing to the group by calling on S8 to help S9.

(33)a.S7:可 iichan。 (Grandfather。 )

b.S9:可 iichan。 (Grandfather.)

co S7:Kiichi.(S8's flrst name。 )

d.S8:Haai。 (Yes.)

Kiichi is the first name of S8(33c). S7and S9 called S8's name and

his role(ojiichan)in order to approach the teacher and IIlake a request(33a,
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33b, and 33c).  S8 replied, “Yes'' to theIIl(33d)。   S8 walked toward the

teacher's desk while S9 approached S8。  When S9 1net S8,she pointed to the

teacher's desk with her right hand for O.6 s.  She then began to walk

forward with her right hand still pointing for another O.7s.Afterward,she

raised her left arIIl toward S8, gazing at hiln, with her right hand still

pointing ibr l.Os. S9then touched S8's arnl and a1lowed hiln to approach

her and pull her arIIls down. Next,S9pointed to the teacher with her right

hand again, stopped pointing, and pushed S8's back with her left hand,

urging S9 to request the sticker frOm the teacher. S91et S8 walk in front of

her,pushed S8's back with her left hand,and let hiIIl approach the teacher

again (Figure 30.  Generally, relations between boys and girls decrease

when they are roughly in the sixth grade. This is the reason we observed

S9's strOng willingness to obtain the sticker by touching S8 physically.

F」igurθ θ4.Movement of grOup B(2)

S7observed this sequence of IIlovements from a distanceo  S8 then

approached the teacher and forIIl a vis‐ ふ‐vis F‐ formation,which is a typical

formation when two people initially meet(Figure 35).S9quickly moved

next to S8(Figure 36),as did S7,although he l■ oved slowly. The teacher,
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S9,S8,and S7 formed an F‐ lbrmation. On the surface,it appeared as if

they were equally located in the p‐ space. However,a closer look revealed

that S7 was located in the r‐ space,where people do not participate in the

conversation(Figure 37). This is because S7 was already not acting as the

shopkeeper, and was not required to participate in the conversationo S8

had to negotiate with the teacher, and S9 had to retrieve the sticker.

However,S7was in an advantageous position because from where he was

standing, he could observe the conversation ottectiVely. The role of the

shopkeeper switched from S7 to the teacher. Because S7 was observing the

dialogue with the teacher,in which S7 was also acting,he was observing not

only the teacher but also hilnsel■
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(34)ao S8:Please give Nose Cararnel Ribbon.

b.T:Caramel Ribbono OK.Here you are.

c.S8:Thank you.

d.T:You're welcollle.

S8requested the Caramel Ribbon sticker froIIl the teacher(34a).

Finally, they successfully obtained the sticker that S9 was searching for.

晟 er a conversation with the teacher,S7,S8,and S9 1noved to the front of

the PDP,and fornled an F‐ forIIlation. S9pasted her sticker tO the card on

which the ice cream cone was drawn(Figure 38).

Figul℃ θ∂.F‐ formation of group B(4)

In the whole classroom, F‐ formations were observed in many places

(Figure 39). This situation is close to the notion of the F‐ forIIlation,which

can be observed in society(Figure 40).
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F」igurθ θθ.F‐ formations in the classroom

F」igurθ

`θ

.F‐ forIIlations in a standup party (Source:Kendon,2010)

4.3.Analysis of collaborating attitude in group activity

Joint attention affects pupils' body movements.  They sometilnes

simultaneously move their bodies when focusing on the same ottect.Pupils'

body movements regarding joint attention are shown in Figs.18‐ 21. They

silnultaneously moved their bodies, not gradually.  Figure 18 shows Sl

pointing to be the cue to start this body lnovement. As Sl's hand lnoved to

the llllenu,Sl,S2,and S3 1eaned toward the IIlenu. When Sl pointed at the

ilnage of the Thirty‐ One Party ice cream, the pupils began raising their

bodies.  There is a possibility that because pointing works as a clear

reference to an object,they naturally leaned forward toward the ottect.

When he pointed at the lllenu,the pupils felt relieved because he found the

ilnage of the ice crean■ that S2 had ordered to hiln.  Figure 20 shows the

teacher and IIlembers of group A gazing at the seals to find the Thirty‐ (Э ne
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Party sticker. When Sl uttered,“ (Эh,I found it''(22b),the teacher,Sl,S2,

and S3 synchronized their body movements by raising their bodies(Figure

21)。 A kind ofrelief was also felt among these members when Sl found the

sticker that the members had been searching for, for a long tilne. The

feelings of``tension" and“ relief' share a relationship with their physical

movements.

The pupils'participation in the conversation can be observed fro血

their utterances as well as their body lnovements.  Figure 23 shows that S8

and S9 were engaged in a dialogue. According to the theory of Goffman's

participation status(1981),S8and S9 are deflned as either a speaker or an

addressee respectively. When S7 assumed the shopkeeper role, he was

deflned as a side participant. Their participation status was also expressed

in an F‐ formationo S8 and S9 were located in the p‐ space,whereas S7 stood

in the r‐space. However,the utterance of S7's“ Nandemo eeyan.仏 nything

should be OK)"(26)was a cue fOr hiln to participate in the conversation.

Figure 37 shows morё  evidence that F=forIIlations reflect the

particlpant framework. When S8 ordered the Caramel Ribbon sticker from

the teacher(34D,the role Ofthe shopkeeper changed fronl S7 to the teacher.

S7was supposed to be the addressee;however,he lnaintained his position as

a side participanto S9 was also a side participant,but as the order of S8 to

the teacher was requested by S9, S9 was more heavily involved in the

conversation.These structures emerge in an F‐ formation(Figure 37)。  The

teacher,S8,and S9 were located in the p‐ space,but S7 stood in the r‐ space.

He stood by the p‐ space,observing the conversation among the teacher,S8,

and S9.
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In a three‐ party conversation,pupils often change their status among

the speaker,addressee,and the bystander. On the surface,a bystander is

not participating in a conversation,nor does he or she assume a speciflc role.

However,when a participant utters something,he or she does nOt speak only

t6the addressee.  I[is or her utterance is designed under the prenlise that a

bystander exists in the group. In addition,the bystander has the beneflt of

being able to observe the dialogue between the speaker and the addressee.

What he or she has heard leads to acquiring the skills of verbal as well as

non‐ verbal conlinunication.

Figure 39 shows that through the group activity,the pupils formed

many F‐ formations in the classroom.  Figure 40 shows F‐ formations in a

standup party. L〔 any F‐ formations are also shown in this photograph. An

F‐ formation is naturally formed in society when people gather and engage in

conversation. The silnilarity in both environments is the people's freedom

of mobility. It is seemingly the same phenomenon;however,the difference

is that in the party, an F‐ ibrmation spontaneously formed, and in the

classroon■  F‐lbrmations were by design.  In a party, when a member

completes a conversation, the F‐ formation breaks up, and they talk with

other participants,and thus,a group ofthe same members would not gather

again.  In the classroom, the participants occasionally broke up an

F‐ lbrmation such as when they looked around the classroollll t0 10ok for a

sticker, but the pupils formed F‐ lbrmations again.  However, no such

constraints in the standup partyo When three pupils walked around on

their own, there was a possibility that they would give up on the group

activity, not to gather again. However, the flndings showed that even if
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they were physically located at a distance, they were conscious of other

members in their group. The ailn of FLA is``to forIIl the foundation of

pupils' collllnunication abilities."   Pupils acquire the foundation of

COⅡllnuniCation through colllinunication that is close to that ofthe real world.

Therefore,incorporating lnulti‐ party conversation in FLA is appropriate.
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Conclusion

This paper analyzed multi‐party conversations in FLA.   As

multi‐ party conversations have been the focus in the fleld of conversation

analysis(CD,incorporating CA into FLA actually stiIIlulates group activity.

The following is a brief sulnIIlary and conclusion.

Chapter l consisted of a literature reviewo Studies on CA indicate

that lnulti‐ party conversations have a lnore complex structurё  compared to a

dialogue between two persons. The FLA literature focuses on the teacher's

direction,style of aCtivities,and the variety of activities,such as songs and

games.   However, n6 previous studies were found on three‐ party

conversation or CA among elementary school pupilso Some theories can be

used to observe pupils'non‐ verbal conllnunication such as the participation

framework,F‐ formations,gaze,and pointing。

Chapter 2 included a lesson and unit plan to conduct a lesson involving

a multi‐ party conversation.  To implement this lesson, preparation was

required so that pupils could accumulate expressions and to allow thena to

grow accustomed to the group activity.  In order for pupils to practice the

sentences in the conversation, teaching materials such as PowerPoint, a

plasma displar panel,and charts were used.

Chapter  3  provided  an  analysis  of  the  development  of

acconllnodationality in an individual.  Through trial and error, pupils

devised a certain fornl in their utterance. Although the teacher and his

classIIlates did not give hiIIl direct feedback,Sl lnodifled his utterance on his

own,gradually acquiring the target sentence.From the perspect市 e of the
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participation status,Sl was in the position of unratifled participant when he

searched for the sticker among the other groups. The utterances,which he

unintentionally heard from other groups may have helped Sl to acquire the

English sentenceso  Even the position of unratifled participant had an

ilnportant role in the group activity as ratifled participant had.

Chapter 4 exaⅡ lined the collaborating attitude toward success of the

activity.  Synchronized body lnovements were observed among group A.  A

feeling of tension and relief can explain this phenomenon.  A detailod

observation showed that they cooperated with each other to achieve a

successful conversation.  AInong group B, their attitude toward the

conversation,participation status was expressed in an F‐ formation. When

their participation status has changed,their position was also reflected in an

F‐ fbrmation. Their overlap represented their positive feelings,not a failure

in turn‐takingo A flnite forΠl of conversation may have helped thenl avoid

negat市e overlaps.Because the pupils spontaneously formed F‐ formations

throughout the classroom,this showed that multi‐ party conversations can

re¨emerge as a natural coIIIInuniCation style in society.

This investigation sheds light on the CA of pupils when they engage in

multi‐ party conversation in FLA.  Compared to a silnple dialogue of

questions and answers between two persons,a three¨ party conversation that

utilizes ilnperative sentences provides a condensed conversation ibr pupils.

Further research should be conducted regarding pupils'natural body

movements.If there were no desks in the classroom,what kind of body

movement might pupils form? How would F‐ formations emerge in the

classroom? In this study,two video cameras and voice recorders were used.
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However,further data are necessary for a detailed analysis. In addition,

the teacher's role should be a focal pointo  Without a teacher in the

classroonl, the activities that we observed would not have occurred.

Observing and analyzing the teacher's role in detail is a recoIIIInendation ibr

further research.
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今日の授業をふりかたつて、がんばつたこと、楽しかつたユとなどを書きまし

ょう。
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ふりかたリカ‐ ド

6年  2線 名前

今日の授業をふりかえつて、がんぼつたこと,薬しかつたことなどを書きまし

ょう:
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Appendix F Teaching inaterials
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Appendix G Written consent from parents

平成 25年 12月 2 日

保護者様

姫路市立城東小学校教諭、兵庫教育大学大学院修士課程 岡本真砂夫
兵庫教育大学大学院教授 有働真理子

研究に関わる同意について

晩秋の候、ますます ご清栄の事 とお喜び申し上げます。

さて、私は平成 25年 1月 より 5月 まで、外国語活動の授業を担当させて頂きました。

その授業においてお子 さんが友達 と協力 して活動を積極的にがんばり、また授業の目標表

現を上手に獲得する姿が見られ、とてもうれ しく思いました。

また、授業を通 じて、子 どもたちが英語を習得 し、友達 と英語を使つて自然な会話をす

る姿が多く観察されました。小学校外国語活動 自体が平成 23年度から始まったばかりと

い うこともあり、このことは日本の学校教育において先行研究・事例がとても少なく、学

会発表、学会誌発表等を通 じて、是非多くの先生方、研究者に知ってもらいたいと考えて

います。

そこで、以下の内容に同意 して頂けるようでしたら、署名をお願い してよろしいでしょ

うか。何卒よろしくお願い致 します。

同意書

以下に提示された研究に関して、同意 します。

(1)姫路市立城東小学校にて実施 された授業の録画 0録音データを、教育学、言語学等の

学会発表、もしくは公的な研究会の発表資料 として用います。
.(2)授業の録画、録音データを使用するのは学会発表、もしくは公的な研究会の場に限り、

他の場所では用いません。

(3)学会や公的な研究会での配付資料に写真を掲載する場合、写真に加工を施 し、個人が

特定される形の写真は掲載 しません。

(4)学会誌、論文等に写真を掲載する場合、写真に加工を施 し、個人が特定される形の写

真は掲載 しません。

(5)児童の氏名が特定されないようにします。但 し、児童同士の会話の中でどうしても氏

名が出ぎるを得ないとき、別途許可を頂いた上で、必要最小限の形で氏名を出させて頂き

ます (「 ○○さんに△△をあげてください」 とい う児童の発言の中の○○さん等 )。

(6)兵庫教育大学大学院有働真理子教授の指導の下、個人情報の管理を徹底 します。

(7)研究状況の進展、研究内容の開示は、いつでも行 うことができます。

以上の内容に同意 します。

年  __ 月    日 保護者氏名 印


